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Prologue 
In our industrial society, we have lost touch with handcrafted goods. 
By designing, planning and building our own chair and lamp we have 
learned the fundamentals of building such commonly used items. When 
sitting in a chair or turning on a lamp, one does not ponder the ideas of 
how these items were built prior to the industrial age. Many of us have 
lost appreciation for these handmade crafts; we assume everything is 
easily machine manufactured. Not many people realize how the furniture 
from the students of the Bauhaus influenced the design of most modern-
day furniture. This project has not only taught us the skills to constructing 
these pieces, but also the history behind furniture design. By completing 
this project, we learned the rigorous and involved design process that 
was required for the building of these elaborate furnishings.



Description
The modern design of the Bequem Lounger was inspired by 
the organic curves that are found in nature. The purpose of the 
design was to mimic the elegant and natural curvature of organic 
structures. This provided a natural appearance to the lounger 
while keeping its modernistic style. Modern designs are often 
associated with hard-defined edges and an industrial style. The 
Bequem Lounger was designed to show that modern design 
could be achieved without having these cold, lifeless features. 

The Bequem Lounger’s design flows with 
the natural curves found in nature, providing 
a shape that conforms to the human body, 
resulting in a comfortable yet elegant design. 
The idea to base the design on the organic 
shapes of nature came from Eric Adam’s Infinity 
Lounger. 

Time Period
The design and 
construction of both the 
Bequem Lounger and 
the Jack Skeillington 
Lamp took two and a 
half months, beginning 
on August 23, 2010; and 
ending on December 
16, 20



Design process
The Bequem Lounger has progressed through countless different 
ideas and design revisions. Sketch after sketch provided a “newer, 
better and stronger” design. The original design sketches had 
the style of modern design while including the flowing curves 
of nature, which was desired; however, it had plenty of room 
for improvement. Through argument, discussion and revision 
the design reached a level that pleased us all. The first of the 
many designs was by far the most ambitious. 
It incorporated intricate metal bending that 
required the skills of a professional metalworker 
and their tools, which was not practical in a 
school setting. The lack of these skills required a 
change in design. The chair was now designed 
to be made of wood and to be simplified to 
make-do with the materials at hand. The new 
design improved the lounger by making it 
more practical and easily constructed while 
still incorporating the original method and style 
of bending, which provided a unique flowing 
design.

Like with any handmade piece there were flaws 
in the final construction and drawbacks during 
the building process. Because the building of 
this chair was venturing in to uncharted territory 
for the designers, they were learning the skills 

Examples
The Bequem Lounger 
originally had metal 
pipes as the curved 
supports. These were 
later removed and 
replaced with wooden 
beams. The curved 
footrest was originally 
an angular piece but 
changed for added 
comfort and strength.

as they built. The minor problems that occurred during the 
construction were easily corrected. However, because the curves 
of the lounger were done imperfectly, the chair is slightly askew. 
This is not necessarily a negative aspect of the chair. These 
properties provide a sense of character and hand built quality 
while preserving an elegant and comfortable design.

Final Result
After completing the 
rigorous building process, 
the Bequem Lounger 
is ready to support a 
leisurely lounge.
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Bequem Lounger
Our Design
From the beginning, Ante and Erik were looking to build 
a lounger for their chair. They both believed these chairs 
provided optimal support for a body’s figure and offered 
the most comfortable sitting environment. They began 
with designs most professionals would find impossible to 
construct. By working with their teachers, they brought 
their impossible chair down to an elegant yet possible 
chair. They based their design on the looks of the 
Infinity lounger, by Eric Adams, because of its 
elegance and flow; but based the practicality 
on Poäng design by Ikea because of its 
comfortable seat. Their chair went 
through countless revisions but will 
soon see competition and will 
be nothing short of their great 
expectations. 

Length:   7
Width:   1 ½
Height:   3

Ft.
Ft.

Ft.

This is the beginning step of constructing the proof model

We began our workings by 
calculating the arcs of both 
curves. Because we decided 
to use the sam radius for both 
we only had to calculate one. 
We determined that the angle 
of the large curve would be 
90°, meaning the smaller curve 
would have an angle of 50°. 
Our calculations showed us 
that for our curves to have the 
desired angle the radius must 
be 61 inches. 

Measurements Poster Concept
The main design for all the posters was to show simplicity and elegance. With the 
promotional poster, the idealistic scene of relaxation on the beach was used to effectively 
show the comfort of this chair would place the user in a state of bliss. However, while 
showing this idealistic scene there was a need to keep it clean and simple to match the 
overall design of the three products, the Bequem Lounger, the Jack Skellington Lamp, and 
the documentation book.
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Jack Skellington Lamp
The approach taken for designing the Jack Skellington lamp was 
to keep it simple and to be creative. The design of this lamp was 
originally going to be a soccer ball lamp, with the globe painted 
to take on the look of an American soccer ball. During the design 
process, it was decided that this concept was far too exhausted 
by currently available products to fit the style of originality. The 
final decision came to be a design based around the popular Tim 
Burton movie “The Nightmare before Christmas.” The globe of 

the lamp would be painted to match the main 
character Jack Skellington.

Final Result
The fixture was purchased 
from a store for safety 
reasons. However, the 
hand drawn facial features 
are what gives this lamp 
a sense of character and 
originality.



Designing and building this elaborate chair and lamp has proven to be much more involved 
than many may think. Even though the construction of these pieces was aided with modern 
day tools, there was a lot more physical work involved in constructing a chair by hand. If 
building a chair by hand in this modern time was this strenuous, what would it have been 
like before the tools used during the construction were invented?

Epilogue
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